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Neopets grumpy old king answers

Who's the grumpy old king? In the medieval town of Meridell King Skarl sits on the throne in the castle. Visitors should beware, as King Skarl is indeed quite grumpy. You can try to make him laugh with a joke, but tell him a bad joke, and he's really going to be mad. Click here to test your humor! Can you
tell King Skarl 2 jokes a day. You can either fill the boxes for the second time or if you want to save some time, you can just update the site after you told him the first joke. It will say the same joke again and count for your second use. If you're lucky the results may be better the second time! Note: Since
this is a site feature that awards neopoint rewards and awards, you can't visit King Skarl on his page. For more information, see our side account guide. How to say a joke twice a day, you can try your luck in making the king laugh. You will see the site as below, there are several options available to form
both the question and the answer to tell the joke. You can choose a word for each space or leave it blank. Please note that Grumpy Old King is not available between 8:00, 1:00, 1:00 and 19:00. In those days, you'll see an empty throne when you visit. Possible answers After you've decided to make a
joke, all that's left is to wait and see how King Skarl reacts. The different results are shown below. Worst joke, I'm out! As mentioned, King Skarl is rather grumpy. Sometimes your jokes just make his mood worse. Grumpy old king Skarl listens as he tells the joke... Q: How to stop the Pant Devil? A: You
don't know! Oh... I don't know, i don't know. Now you've done it! King Skarl Says: That was the worst joke ever! I'll only give you 287 out of 1,000! Leave my kingdom! *Grrrrrrrrr* Hmmm... I'd like to leave here for your part. Joke has no effect on King Skarl Unfortunately, the grumpy old king is not always
easy to cheer. Grumpy old king Skarl listens as he tells the joke... Q: What do you do if the fierce Peophins ate too much tin olives? A: When he offers her a boon in The Art of Kraku Zafara lives! Drat, it's not my fault. Looks like your joke didn't affect the grumpy old king. You should try again tomorrow.
Neopoints for Effort Sometimes, Skarl pitys those who make the most authentic efforts to cheer him up, and he rewards them with a handful of Neopoints. It is usually about 50 NP. Grumpy old king Skarl listens as he tells the joke... Q: What do you do if the fierce Peophins ate too much tin olives? A: Not
for her a trumpet pink Khonsu Mynci lives on! Drat, it's not my fault. Looks like your joke didn't affect the grumpy old king. King Skarl says: Well, thanks for trying ... I'll give you 48 Neopoints for the effort. You should try again. A little giggle Some jokes do their job and get the grumpy king to giggle. Grumpy
old king Skarl Skarl as you say the joke ... Q: What can't you do if a Christmas Anubis decides to challenge Brucey B? A: It can't be Usuki Ballet!   Well look there ... He winked out of it. King Skarl says: *heh* It's a very good joke. I'll give him a 628 out of 1,000. Here's a little something from my kitchen. I
hope you like it. King Skarl's Hand: Zucchini Bread He Also Gives You 96 Neopoints! Hysteria, if your sense of humor really hits a ding-dot with the king, he's going to go hysteria. If you ask the question: What do you do if the wild Peophins ate too many olives? when that happens, you can get Jester
Avatar.   Grumpy old king Skarl listens as he tells the joke... Q: WWhat can't you do if a Christmas Anubis decides to challenge Brucey B? A: It can't be Usuki Ballet!   You did it! King Skarl is hysterical! King Skarl says : * hehehehehe * This is a really great joke! I'll give him a 765 out of 1,000. You're
brilliant! You have to take this gift from me. King Skarl's Hand: King Skarls Robe He Also Gives You 602 Neopoints! I've visited Since you can only try to make King Skarl laugh twice a day, beyond his first two attempts, he won't tolerate another joke. This will show you all the options at first as normal, but
if you submit a joke, I will tell you to leave. Prizes If you manage to make the king laugh, you will be rewarded with the prize! If it's just a giggle, the prize will be shared with Meridell food, usually not worth much. You can also get Neopoints. However, if you manage to get him into hysteria, there are some
exclusive Grumpy Old King items that can be achieved, in addition to the Neopoints he awards. These exclusive items are shown in the table below.   Trophies Although the daily basis is luck, however, there are trophies available. Click here to see the high scores table. Trophies are awarded based on
the score you get the joke (out of a possible total of 1,000, although scores above 900 are extremely rare). Only scores of more than 750 count to be on the high score list. The only way to score 751 points or more is to make him hysterically laughed at.   Gold Silver Bronze Avatars King Skarl gives out two
avatars. It's once when he kicks you out of the castle because of your bad sense of humor. The other is that he got her to laugh hysterically with that specific joke: What do you do if the fierce Peophins ate too much tin olives?. If you're wondering if this joke comes from, come to the Blumaroo Court jester
TCG, as follows.     Please note that these Don t Always Work, and the jokes work even rarly, However, if there is one that is not listed here, please feel free to email me Maltease14@hotmail.com websites with the subject line Q: How to tell if a hungry Moehog ate too much? A: If a basket carries dried
Aisha! -I have 606 neopoints and Pies K: How do you recognize the hungry skeith? A: When holding a basket of chia. -I have 27 nps Q: When is an Anubis similar to King Coltzan? A: When it offers a shield of gold! -I have 81 nps and raw potato Q: Why faerie Usul dress up as Lord Darigan? A: If you
have a cloak smashed 101 dark novas! -There is hot crossed bun Q: How do you recognize the hungry skieth? A: When holding a plate of chia! -There are ants in ants and 57nps Q: When is an Anubis similar to King Coltzan? A: When it offers a shield of gold! -I have tasty turnip tarter and 652 nps Q:
What's the other name for Baby Chia? A: A hidden basket of Fairy Chia! -There is chunky meaty stew and 82 nps Q: How to detect wild Skeith with a tin of olives? A: When eating a basket guide Kiko! -I have a bag of peas Q: How to tell a hungry Moehog eats the MAGAX? A: When a basket of dried
Aisha is taking! -I have a bag of peas Q: How do you know that an adventurous Lupe ate too much? A: When you have a basket of eggplant Chia in your hand! -I have a hot crossed bun and 613 nps Q: What to call a school desert Cybunnies who manages to defeat the Battle Fairy? A: A bowl of
Cybunny surprise ice lollipops! -I have a porridge and 60 nps Q: What is the other name of the baby Blumaroo? A: The Blumaroo! -Got 602 nps Q: How to keep a pack of avocado chias from the t that you choose to challenge your esophagus? A: By giving them a bowl of shadow Lenny berry sandwiches -
I have a raw potato and 47 nps Q: How do you recognize a herd of hungry Skeiths? A: When they're holding a plate of polka dot Chias! - I have 605 nps and porridge Q: When is an Anubis similar to king coltzan? A:when it offers a light spell! - I have a cup of water Q: What's the baby's blumaroo? A: A big
baby! I have 607 nps and a slime pie Q: What's the name of the family of baby Bruces? A: Brucey Bs! Do you have tasty turnip tartar Q: What is called a fiery shoyru? A: The Scorchio Q: What's the name of the family Baby Chias? A: The Skeith omelet! I have a raw potato This site © Copyright
Maltease14 2004-2005, All rights reserved for Steve's free web templates * All neopet characters TM neopets.com 1999-2005 by jnAccount: Log in or register | New to Jellyneo? Click here! Well, I think if the neighboring countries belittled your army and intelligence, it would put you in a bad mood.
Although, really, you'd think a king had better things to do than a bunch of random people trying to make him laugh. Well yes, it just means more potential Neopoints for you! But you better not bother me over lunch. Do your best to entertain King Skarl, the most grumpy king, and if he entertains you, you
can reward me. Results It seems that King Skarl's sense of humor is rather strange. In fact, it is completely random, which reaction will be to make attempts at entertainment (the points fees still do not seem to fall into any regular pattern). Jokes don't even have to make sense, and they can be hysterical!
Below outlines the possible answers and each charge from him pondering the joke. hysteria taste text: you did it! King Skarl is hysterical! Skarl: * hehehehehehe * This is a really great joke! I'll give him an XXX out of 1000.You're brilliant! You have to take this gift from me. Reward: This is the hardest
reaction to receive from the greedy tyrant, but he rewards you nicely. Your sense of humor gets one of the following just available from-the-Grumpy-Old-King items, a few hundred Neopoints, possibly one of the Chuckle items, and you can also randomly get an avatar if you tell the right joke (all punchline.)
Blumaroo Court Jester/GuideAwarded randomly when make King Skarl laugh telling him the following joke: What do you do when *empty* wild Peophins*empty*ate too much*empty*tin olives?' (The answer could be anything). Published: January 27, 2004 Chuckle Flavor Text: Well looky there... He
winked out of it. That was a really good joke. I'll give him an XXX out of 1000.Here, I have a little something in my kitchen. I hope you like it. Reward: Here he will reward something from the kitchen, and sometimes he will add some NP to the prize. The items that are snitching are shown below. No Effect
of Taste Text: Drat! Looks like your joke didn't affect the grumpy old king. Reward: No item, but maybe some Neopoints if you're lucky: Skarl: Well, thanks for trying ... I give XX Neopoints the effort. Worst joke ever taste text: uh oh... Now you've done it! That was the worst joke ever! I'll give him one XXX
out of 1000! Leave my kingdom! *Grrrrrrrrr* Reward: Skarl may be angry, but he gets Moody Avatar. Skarl – Moody/GuideGet was thrown out of the castle when he told King Skarl a joke. Published: July 30, 2004 Bonuses Sometimes you can be lucky and randomly receive a 10x bonus for neopoints.
(Thanks sahransoot for this tip.) Taste text: He also gives XXX Neopoints (including 10x bonus)! This bonus is possible for any other result than the worst Joke Ever response. Breaks, like his brother King Hagan, are grumpier for the two he needs for regular breaks. You will not find Skarl on the throne of
the hour 8-9 NST, 1-2NST and 7-8 NST. Come back later to try your luck. This game guide was written by DragonBeak &amp; Quail This site was last updated on April 8, 2020. 2020.
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